
Welcome 
to 
Biology

Thursday 

8/12/21



Daily Agenda
1. Yesterday

2. Lab Observations

3. Activity Sheet Questions

4. Topics We Will Study 
This Year



Yesterday Observations

o Although we might not know it yet - we have set up a controlled 
experiment.

o We are attempting to answer 
a cause/effect question.

o What was our cause?
oWhat was our effect?

o We will soon understand…
o The importance of the 

controlled experiment
o How we have created a 

controlled experiment



Yesterday Observations

o What did we observe?



Lab Observations and Clean Up
Date left hand margin of activity sheet (8/12/21)

➢ Obtain your cups from the cart. 

➢ Observe cups with the naked eye. Do your observations confirm what you saw 
yesterday? In your activity sheet make comments.

➢ Observe a sample under the microscope. Carefully observe the most mature 
swimming creatures. Draw one big enough to show detail.

This requires very good microscope technique!!!

Clean up Some comments about washing, etc.

➢ Pour the cup where there was not good hatching down the sink.

➢ Combine cups with significant hatchlings in container on cart as described.

➢ Remove tape from cups and wash them out; leave on towel to air dry; tidy up 
station and get cleanup OK.

➢ With your group read and discuss the given prompts. Answer on your activity 
sheet.



In your Activity Sheet
We set up two different “groups – one with saltwater and one 

without…
1. How is our question a “cause/effect” question?
2. What did the experimental results suggest is the answer to our 

question? Explain.
3. What problems might we have run into if we tried to answer our 

question by making a tube with only saltwater? Explain.
4. What problems might we have run into if we tried to answer our 

question by making a tube with only freshwater? Explain.
5. If hatching did not occur in either cup, what questions might we ask?



The Biology Curriculum
What are we going to be studying this year?

➢ Science
The Experiment

➢What is Life?
Life’s Characteristics



➢ The History of Life
3.8 billion years

➢ The Different Kinds of Life
Life’s Kingdoms



➢ The Human Animal

➢ The Cell



➢ Genetics

➢ Reproduction of the Cell 
and the Organism



➢ How DNA Changes Over Time

The Evolution and Diversity of Life

➢ A Future Involving Biology?


